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Isabella’s practice focuses on inbound foreign held
companies and Canadian domestic companies
with global interests. As a recognized leader in
the area of foreign direct investment, Isabella
frequently advises foreign corporations globally
concerning expansion into the Canadian market
and their Canadian operations. Her clients include
numerous foreign subsidiaries of significant global
entities. Isabella has presented member Spotlight:
Isabella Bertani, January 2020 on topics relating to
globalization including global trade and migration,
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Any business considering global expansion needs
to have every possible advantage on its side.
This means starting with the right place. As a G7
country, Canada offers a skilled workforce and
excellent infrastructure and telecommunications,
and a high degree of public safety. Canada has a
banking sector globally known for its stability, and
a Top Ten ranking on Transparency International’s
anti-corruption scale.
Canada has become a popular gateway into North
America because of its openness to trade and
immigration as well as its competitive tax rates when
compared to the United States. In addition, ease
of immigration of workers has made it a popular
choice for companies looking to set up North
American headquarters. In some cases, difficulty
in renewing H1 visas in the US have resulting in
some of her clients moving their North American
headquarters from the US to Canada. Advanced
manufacturing and automotive engineering are two
key industries in Ontario, particularly along with the

businesses gain a smooth entry into the country.
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The global nature of modern business is something
high on Isabella’s agenda, given her focus on
inward foreign investment. She references how
she now often takes the role of a business advisor,
going well beyond the traditional roles of assurance
and audit, into strategic advice.
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Canada also has complex assurance and tax
regulations, legislation designed to prevent money
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of grateful clients, she also takes tremendous

Accordingly, the potential upsides – and the
potential hazards – mean that to succeed in
Canada, organizations need support from advisors
who are familiar with the issues they might face,
and what to do about them.

pride in giving back to her local community
and is dedicated to a number of charitable,
professional and community organizations. She is
most passionate about advocating for women in
business and gender equality, holding several roles
in women’s leadership.. She has been honoured
for her voice in championing women including
in November 2017, by the global organization
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